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Hi! I’m Katrina

• #storytellingnerd
• #copywriter
• #contentwriter
• #storybrandcertifiedguide

• Welcome to NEW ZEALAND!!!!

What is it about the power 
of stories?

Stories get our attention

Stories get remembered!

But why is this?

We pay attention to things we can relate to. 

And that includes stories.

We relate to stories that

Are about us

That help us survive

That help us thrive

Are clear and easy to understand

So why do stories matter?
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Stories are how we share important 

information…after all, more than a few 

thousand years have shown that humans are 

great storytellers. 

Stories frame important information in a way 

that is easy for us to remember and pay 

attention to.

We seek out stories to ‘escape’ from our lives, 

to learn new information, and to have new 

experiences. 

Stories also enable us to feel empathy and 

create action.

In marketing, stories help us engage with our 
clients and grow our business. 

Whether it’s using a story or using the framework 
used to write the best stories. 

Stories CANNOT be ignored!

This is why stories can’t be 
ignored.

On a physiological level, stories cause 

hormonal and neurotransmitter surges.

BRING ON THE SCIENCE…
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David JP Philips in his TedX Talk ‘The Magic 

Science of Storytelling’ describes how stories 

that trigger certain neurotransmitters can 

change our behaviour.

Stories that increase dopamine help improve 

focus, motivation and memory. 

Stories that increase dopamine are stories 

that build suspense and create a cliff hanger 

moment (think Hunger Games).

Stories that increase endorphins are those 

that make people laugh (think Dumb and 

Dumber).

These stories increase creativity, relaxation

and focus.

Stories that increase Oxytocin create 

empathy with a person or situation (think 

Sleepless in Seattle), make us feel relaxed, 

and increase bonding and trust.

[Hint: these are amazing business stories]

On the other hand, David JP Philips notes that 

stories that create a surge in adrenaline and 

cortisol alone (the fear hormones) make 

people intolerant, critical and uncreative. 

What would happen if we could control the 

neurophysiology of our tribe as we were 

telling stories? 
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Does this sound a bit manipulative? 

Yes, and no. 

What makes the difference is the intention 

behind our stories. 

Our goal for using stories is to increase 

engagement in our business. 

But it’s only one piece of our marketing jigsaw 

puzzle. 

ALL our marketing efforts should come from a 

place of adding value to our clients and creating a 

valued relationship. 

If we go into any marketing endeavour with 

our customer at the front of our mind, 

thinking “how can I help?” rather than “how 

can I sell?”, then we’re not manipulating our 

clients. 

So, what WOULD happen if we could control 

the neurophysiology of our tribe as we were 

telling stories? 

We could set up the situation so they’re able to clearly 

listen to the message of our story

We could engage more with our clients (firing the right 

neurotransmitters)

This would help us create stories that showed our clients 

that our tribe was the right place for them to get help and 

transform their lives

They would listen!

What kind of stories can we tap into?

There are 7 types of stories …
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Origin stories

The Hobbit

Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone

Overcoming adversity

• Forrest Gump

• The Worlds Fastest Indian

• The Hunger Games trilogy

Tragedies

Romeo and Juliet

Titanic

Journey

A Wrinkle in Time

Alice Through the Looking Glass

Thelma and Louise

Rags to riches

Annie

Pretty Woman

Slumdog Millionaire

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

Failure

Jaws!!!

Braveheart
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Higher purpose

Divergent movies

Star Wars

Harry Potter

Lord of the Rings

How do we use these 7 types of stories in our 

business stories?

Origin stories in business

Where did your customer come from?

How/why did they begin on this journey?

The Backstory

Your ‘what is your why?’ story

Your values

Overcoming adversity 
stories in business
What’s the big obstacle your customer needs to 
overcome?

Why do they need to overcome this

How did they overcome this?

What obstacle did you have to overcome?

How did you overcome?

What did you learn along the way?

Tragic stories in business

Yuk things happen

How do we help our customers see the good 
things?

How/why they need use this to get stronger

What’s your tragic moment?

How did you use it to get stronger?

Journey stories in business

Physical journey

Emotional journey

Spiritual journey

Going from somewhere to a new place

What was learned along the way
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Rags to riches stories in 
business
How your customer had nothing and now 

they have something

Finding value

How you came from nothing to something

Your values

Failure stories in business

When it really doesn’t work

Is there a big come-back?

What they learned

When you pinned your hopes on something

When it didn’t go according to plan

Higher purpose stories in 
business

They are bigger than this

Ultimate transformation

You are bigger than this

How you transformed

Did you notice? There were two levels of 

business stories

Their story

Your story

Stories don’t (and shouldn’t) always have to 

be about you 

You can use a storytelling framework to 

connect ANY communication with your 

customers

Think about the last good movie you saw or 

book you read?

What was it that made it so memorable?

Let me give you a hint …
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• It had a character that you could identify with

• They had a problem that needed to be overcome

• They had someone help them along the journey

• They had a clear plan they needed to follow

• There was a clear success that would happen if they 

followed the plan

• That would help them avoid a failure

• And they came out stronger in the end!

This is a storytelling framework

How do you put into practice what I’ve just 

shared?

#1 Remove barriers to 
listening

Make sure …

The story is about our clients

They can relate to the story

They get the outline of the story quickly

They can see the outline of the story clearly

#2 Tell stories that …

Inspire action

Show shared values

Bring your tribe together

Educate your tribe

Convert interest into $$

Have a purpose

#3 Gather stories

From your point of view and from your 
customers point of view
Origin story
Overcoming adversity
Tragedies
A journey
Rags to riches
Failure
Higher purpose
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#4 As you write, ask …

Why am I telling this story?
Who am I writing this story for?
Why should they care?
Who am I to tell this story?
What action should this story inspire?
If they take this action what good things happen?
If they don’t take this action, what bad things 
may happen?
How could this story change their life?

#5 From these stories

Create a brand message about WHY people 
come to you for help

Create talking points that intrigue your 
customers

Create compelling marketing …
Social media posts and ads
Blogs which inspire and connect
Web content that engages and converts

#6 Don’t just write stories

Video

Podcast

Cartoon

Draw

Infographic …

Tedx time … It’s okay to tell 
personal stories
You can tell your story as long as it relates to your 
customers needs and wants

Sharing your personal story is a great way to 
show empathy with your customers. 

Sharing your personal story is a great way to 
show why you have compassion with your 
customers. 

BUT ONLY IF IT’S RELEVANT TO THEM, THEIR 
QUEST, THEIR JOURNEY, YOUR BUSINESS

There’s one common mistake that many 

people make on their website (thinking 

they’re helping) is actually STOPPING people 

from connecting with you.

When you head to a website and you’re 

confronted with a list of “does this sound like 

you..?” 

And there follows a LONG list of negative 

statements … you’re tired all the time, you’re 

bloated, you feel fat, you can’t run … Call me!
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Having this list comes from a place of trying 

to help clients identify themselves and 

engage with your site but actually sets up a 

negative story-loop if you’re not careful. 

This list of negative statements falls heavily 

into the ‘denial’ category of health 

psychology.

You’re focusing on the negative. People will 

bury their head and run away.

How to make it work …

Only use this kind of list within a story framework

Frame it with an introduction, the empathy, the 

action and the success.

List the positive versions of the negative 

statements

I, We, You, They …

When you talk about negative concepts, use 
“they”

When you talk about positive concepts, use 
“you”

Transfer between the two with “we”

Want to learn more about 
storytelling?
Start your story by downloading the Brand 
Message workbooks

Download the ‘learn more’ sheet with links to 
videos, podcasts and books


